
 

Let it breed: why desexing dogs isn't always
the best thing to do
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Australians mostly want dogs that are affectionate, obedient and safe around
families. Credit: bivoir/Flickr, CC BY-NC-SA

In pet-loving nations such as Australia, nobody likes the idea of dogs
churning out litters in squalid conditions or sitting homeless in a shelter.

Responsible dog owners are therefore strongly encouraged to desex their
pets, through programs such as national desexing month and low-cost
surgery schemes. In some places in Australia, it is even compulsory.
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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://ndn.org.au/get-involved/2019-national-desexing-month/
https://dogshome.com/the-homes-campaigns/if-you-love-them-desex-them
https://dogshome.com/the-homes-campaigns/if-you-love-them-desex-them
https://kb.rspca.org.au/knowledge-base/is-desexing-mandatory-for-cats-and-dogs/


 

But as we try to limit unwanted dogs, experts estimate there is demand in
Australia for nearly half a million new puppies every year.

Many desexed family pets are the ideal parents of the next generation of
family companions, having demonstrated their ability to fit in with
family life. Yet by desexing as early as possible, we are removing the
best source of happy healthy pets from the doggy gene pool.

We argue there's room for responsible pet owners and breeders to work
together, breeding ideal companion animals and reducing the number of
unwanted or unsafe dogs left in shelters.

We want happy, loyal pups

People want their dogs to suit their family's needs: tall or short, short-
coated or non-shedding, couch potato or running buddy. We have
created hundreds of breeds to meet these preferences. However,
Australian pet-owners most value dogs that are affectionate, friendly,
obedient and safe with children.

Such dogs are a combination of nature and nurture. Most temperament
traits in dogs, including aggression, have a genetic basis. Dogs bred for
working roles, such as police work, have physical and behavioural
assessments to make sure they can do their jobs well.

If we treat being a happy and safe companion as a job, we need to select
breeding dogs with the right characteristics to succeed. This begins with
carefully selecting parents who also have these traits. Many dogs who
would breed perfect family pets are themselves family pets, and owners
have years of observation to rely on.

A puppy's early life is also extremely important for creating a suitable
pet. Raising them in rich environments, with plenty of affection, equips
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https://phys.org/tags/dogs/
http://ankc.org.au/media/6598/a-forensic-view-of-puppy-breeding-in-australiav4.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168159109001555
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168159109001555
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/40101976_Genetic_variation_in_aggression-related_traits_in_Golden_Retriever_dogs
https://phys.org/tags/police+work/
https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/ufaw/aw/2010/00000019/a00102s1/art00003
https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/ufaw/aw/2010/00000019/a00102s1/art00003
https://www.magonlinelibrary.com/doi/full/10.12968/vetn.2013.4.6.334


 

puppies with important life-skills. For those destined for companionship,
this experience includes regular playtime with humans and exposure to
life in a modern household. These requirements highlight the need to
consider where dogs come from.

Professionals, hobbyists or irresponsible owners

While we don't have firm data on where Australians get their pets, we
can safely assume there are three main sources: commercial breeders,
recreational or hobby breeders, and members of the general public who
fail to desex their pet dogs.

While new legislation in Victoria targets the worst puppy mills, even the
best large-scale commercial operations may struggle to give puppies the
attention they need early in life.

Meanwhile, recreational breeders, who are often strongly motivated to
provide the best upbringing possible, may not select their breeding dogs
on the basis of their performance as pets.

Instead, they may focus on success in the show ring or pedigree
bloodlines, potentially producing very expensive dogs ill-equipped to be
great pets.

And what of the traditional source of the family dog—pet owners who
fail to desex their pets? If high rates of desexing exclude from the gene
pool those really wonderful pet dogs owned by "responsible" owners, and
only irresponsible owners allow their dogs to breed, the resulting puppies
are far less likely to possess the traits so desired by prospective homes.

One has only to visit a local shelter to see the unfortunate results of
accidental matings among the many wonderful dogs seeking a new
home. Thousands of dogs are surrendered in Australia shelters every
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year.

To secure future generations of successful companion dogs, a new
approach to breeding is needed. Restricting who can breed, and issuing
penalties to those who break the rules, is one strategy that must of course
be developed and enforced.

All breeders must be educated about careful selection of parents, and
suitable early experiences in breeding puppies that will excel as pets.

But the final piece in the puzzle should be collaboration between
responsible breeders and pet owners in the breeding process.

If more responsible dog owners were encouraged not to desex their dogs
at an early age, but to wait until their dogs' physical and behavioural
health has been thoroughly demonstrated, the very best companion dogs
could be permitted to contribute their genes to the next generation.

This more nuanced approach, where owners and breeders work together
to identify dogs of exemplary health and temperament, could enrich the
companion dog gene pool and result in happier owners, happier dogs,
and emptier shelters. Although not desexing companion dogs does carry
risks—from behavioural issues to unwanted puppies—we believe this is
worth considering. Always discuss your concerns with your veterinarian.
Not snipping in haste may be a better option than snipping everything.
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